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Latest News
• Oracle Autonomous Transaction Processing Ranked Highest in Gartner Critical Capabilities for Cloud Database Management Systems for Operational Use Cases
• New in 2022 from Oracle Database Development
• Watch Oracle Database CloudWorld Replays on YouTube
• New functionality in Spatial Studio 22.3 for Oracle Database
• Announcing Oracle Transaction Manager for Microservices 22.3.1
• Oracle ACEs are back!
• Congratulations 2022 Oracle ACE Program Award Winners!
• Join us in Sydney for the Sail GP Experience Lab Session, register now!

From the Desk of the Managing Editor
Welcome to the first issue of Oracle Database Insider in 2023. I hope you find the information useful. We continue to appreciate your feedback. My name is Suresh Rajan, and I am Assistant Editor, working with Bill Sawyer, the Managing Editor. You can email us at suresh.r.rajan@oracle.com or bill.sawyer@oracle.com.

Trending Blogs
• Automate compliance reports for Oracle Data Safe
• Working with Parquet Files with Oracle Database
• Cloud Wars Podcast – The Future of Oracle Cloud and the Role of Alloy, with EVP Clay Magouyrk
• Making Try-Confirm/Cancel Easy with MicroTx
• How to deploy an on-premises 21c database using the Oracle Database Operator for Kubernetes

All About Autonomous
• Autonomous Database – a look back at 2022
Upcoming Events

AnDOUC’s Analytics and Data Summit

Analytics and Data Oracle User Community’s Analytics Summit is the premier technical conference for data scientists and data warehouse specialists. Taking place 2023 at Oracle Conference Center in Redwood Shores, be 40+ technical sessions and hands-on labs showcasing use cases in Oracle Autonomous Database, machine graph, data lakehouses and more. Don’t miss it! Register here.

RMOUG Training Days 2023 Conference Agendas

Rocky Mountain Oracle User Group announces the Training Days 2023 Conference. Taking place in Denver, CO, during February 15-17, 2023 opt from over 130 technical sessions and 11 workshops covering a wide range of topics, including analytics, big data, application development, database administration and more. Register here.

Oracle 23c Beta Program Recruitment

Oracle Database 23c beta is the latest release of Oracle's leading converged database. It introduces a range of new and enhanced functionality to assist developers, analysts, and DBAs in building and deploying their next-generation mission-critical, high-performance operational and analytical applications. Customers and partners interested in participating in the Oracle Database 23c beta program are encouraged to submit their recruitment form as soon as possible using the QR code or the link to the beta program recruitment sign-up process.
Learn more... for free!

**Build Expertise** with hundreds of Oracle workshops on a variety of Oracle products, 24x7 for free, on [Oracle LiveLabs](#).

**Learn, Write, and Share SQL** at Oracle’s interactive [Live SQL](#) site, built with Oracle APEX running on Oracle Database.

**Build Muscles** at [Oracle Dev Gym](#) by taking workouts, quizzes and even entire classes on SQL, PL/SQL, database design, logic and more.

### Useful links to keep your skills sharp

**Blogs:** [Oracle Developers](#) | [Oracle Database Insider](#) | [Oracle Cloud Infrastructure](#) | [Oracle APEX](#)

**Videos:** [Oracle’s Database Product Management YouTube channel](#)

**Websites:** [Oracle Database](#) | [Oracle Autonomous Database](#) | [Oracle Developer Resource Center](#) | [Oracle Developer Tutorials](#)